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Abstract: In multilingual education for sustainable personal development, compared with that of
multiple languages, the teaching and learning of multiple varieties of a language has been underex-
plored as a special and important form of multilingualism. In this article, we examine the linguistic,
psychological, and social characteristics of multiple variety learning, as compared with multiple lan-
guage learning. Linguistically, acquisition of language varieties is a process of assimilating variants
from a new variety into an earlier variety, which serves as a prototype system. Such assimilation is
a psychological project of form-meaning interface development, which may follow the patterns of
structural multiplication, conceptual involution, conceptual evolution, or/and conceptual transfer.
When multiple language varieties are actually used in social contexts, multilingual individuals’
selected language practices may be supported by their combined linguistic resources from multiple
varieties rather than depend on a single variety despite its dominance in a given situation. These
characteristics carry pedagogical implications for sustainable multilingual education, particularly for
the teaching and learning of foreign languages that have multiple varieties.

Keywords: multiple language varieties; multilingual literacies; multilingual education; sustainable
development; multi-competences; form-meaning interface; the Dominant Language Constellations

1. Introduction

As a social phenomenon, multilingualism has attracted long-lasting attention from
both sociolinguists and language teaching researchers and practitioners [1–3]. As valuable
social capital, an individual’s being multilingual, i.e., the state of individual multilin-
gualism, reflects their knowledge and use of two or more languages, dialects of a single
language, or varieties of a single dialect [4], thus providing them with linguistic advantages
over those who are monolingual, particularly in multilingual contexts [5].

Beyond bringing linguistic advantages such as social capital, multilingualism con-
tributes to individuals’ sustainable personal development through multilingual literacies,
which encompass linguistic multi-competences, world knowledge, and language aware-
ness [6]. Although the three components of multilingual literacies are, in nature, different
from literacies as real-life skills and practices, they all play essential roles in enabling
literacy skills as a knowledge base or support individuals’ social cognition. Numerous
studies have revealed how individuals with multilingual literacies demonstrate better cog-
nitive capabilities [7,8] as well as greater potential for academic achievement [9,10]. These
advantages can be gained and developed at different stages of life such as early childhood,
adolescence, and adulthood, and can even be sustained throughout a lifetime [11]. Socio-
culturally, multilingual literacies enable an individual to own a linguistic repertoire, i.e., all
the languages/dialects/varieties a person is capable of speaking, which can be activated by
communication needs and mobilised in social interaction: when a new language, dialect,
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or variety is added into that repertoire as investment for economic or symbolic benefits, the
individual’s communicative capital will be enriched for socio-cultural empowerment [12].

Therefore, educational programmes worldwide that are oriented towards sustainable
development have been implemented to foster learners’ multilingual literacies. For in-
stance, each European citizen is expected to become trilingual through formal education,
mastering two European languages in addition to an official local language [12]; in the
North American context, efforts have been made by schools and universities to help stu-
dents, especially those whose L1 is not English, become multilingual by developing their
academic English literacy for academic success [13]; in Greater China, educational policies
pertaining to foreign languages are characterised by the predominance of English and
a recent reinvigorated investment in teaching and learning languages other than English,
an essential step to achieve multilingual literacies [14].

These endeavours, however, may have only partly addressed the need of multilingual
literacies for sustainable development, as such literacies seem to be confined to those of mul-
tiple languages. In fact, multilingual literacies are needed also by individuals who learn and
use multiple varieties of a language such as World Englishes and Global Frenches [15–17].
Such needs are underestimated, particularly in contexts where languages are taught and
learnt as foreign languages, because a foreign language is often intuitively conceived as
being a language of a “standard” variety [18,19]. Although multiple language varieties, as
a particular type of multilingualism, conform to multiple languages in various ways, the
teaching and learning of multiple varieties may bring about distinctive linguistic, psycho-
logical, and social issues that require more systematic inquiries. As to language learning,
second or foreign language learning in particular, combined perspectives are highly prefer-
able as they better reflect the interdisciplinary nature of such learning phenomena [20].
Previous studies on World Englishes and Global Frenches have successfully legitimised
the spread and use of multiple varieties as sociolinguistic realities [16,17,21], but they
have rarely considered the possibilities and, more precisely, realities of multiple varieties
being learnt and used by the same individual as a multilingual. Hence, researchers have
been unable to address the issue of teaching and learning multiple language varieties as
multilingual literacies for sustainable development.

To fill this gap in the literature, this article aims to delineate our theoretical consider-
ations of multiple variety learning with tentative attempts to analyse the characteristics
of multiple language varieties as taught and learnt to promote multilingual literacies.
Specifically, this article will take combined perspectives that are compatible with second
or foreign language learning to examine the teaching and learning of multiple varieties
of a language as compared with that of multiple languages from linguistic, psychological,
and social perspectives.

2. Multiple Varieties Acquired as Systems of Variants

Linguistically, the teaching and learning of multiple languages, or multilingual educa-
tion in a wider sense, has been investigated focusing on two central issues. The first issue
is concerned with the building of linguistic systems pertaining to languages. A linguistic
system consists of both the principles and parameters, as is contended by the Universal
Grammar (UG) [22]. The principles are what all human languages comply with; since
the principles shared by all human languages do not need to be learnt, learning a new
language should focus on acquiring parameters of that particular language, which are
its unique features [22]. In other words, learning a new language resembles a process
of setting new parameters of that language based on existing principles. Therefore, as is
viewed in terms of the UG, it is important to examine how new parameters from the new
language being acquired are set in relation to the existing system or systems pertaining
to previously acquired language or languages. Are the new parameters incorporated into
an existing system or systems, or do they construct an independent new system [22]? The
second central issue is concerned with typological differences between languages, which
indicates similarities between languages. Typological difference can be either linguistic
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and objective, when it is based on genetic relatedness between languages or comparison
of particular linguistic features; or psychological and subjective, when generated from
a learner’s perception [23]. What, then, is the impact of typological difference between the
acquired language(s) and the new language(s) being acquired on the difficulty of learning
the new language(s) [24]? In this section, we will examine and reveal how the teaching
and learning of multiple languages and that of multiple varieties of a language differ with
regard to these two linguistic issues.

The UG contends that language acquisition or learning is a process of setting parame-
ters of a specific language to the already existing principles of language in the brain that are
genetically inherited and thus shared across all human languages [25]. When parameters
of a specific language are gradually placed, a mental system pertaining to that language
will emerge and develop [22]. Acquisition of a specific language is therefore an on-going
project of moulding and enriching such a language-specific system until full competence
is acquired, which means that the learner becomes a native speaker of that language [26].
When a learner learns a second or foreign language, parameters of the new language will
be similarly processed and placed. This requires the brain to construct a new system for
the new language. In the meantime, parameters of a previously acquired language will
remain, and will not be replaced by parameters of the new language. The final result
should be coexistence of two or more systems independent of each other, which pertain
to both or all of the previously and newly acquired languages [27]. In other words, in the
brains of bilingual or multilingual individuals, there exist more than one language-specific
system. Even in situations of balanced bilingualism or multilingualism that involve two
or more languages being simultaneously learnt rather than being learnt one after another,
the coexistence of multiple language systems can also be the final result, although the
process may be more complicated. Because the parameters of two or more languages need
to be processed at the same time, occasional confusion on the learner’s part may arise, and
some parameters may be temporarily misplaced in another system, before they are finally
re-placed in the correct, corresponding system [28].

Nonetheless, when it comes to the learning of multiple varieties of a language, the
system-building process based on parameter setting may be fundamentally different.
Highly probably, parameters of a new language variety may be assimilated into the existing
system pertaining to a previously learnt variety. As parameters of different language
varieties share substantial similarity or even sameness [29], contradiction between them
and rejection of new parameters by the existing system are unlikely to occur frequently.
Consequently, a new, independent system pertaining to the newly acquired language
variety may not be easily developed.

This carries important implications for the teaching and learning of multiple varieties
of a language. The learning of a new language variety is by nature assimilative, i.e., new
parameters are added to an existing system without substituting its existing parameters.
That means that no new grammatical or syntactic system will be constructed. Therefore, the
teaching and learning of a new language variety should not be aimed at constructing a new
rule-system. Rather, it should be intended for the cultivation of a new usage-system. When
two or more varieties of a language are compared, grammatical or syntactic similarities
often prevail over disparities [29]. Conversely, disparities in usage tend to outweigh
similarities [30]. This requires the teaching and learning of a new language variety to
emphasise differences in usage, rather than in grammar or syntax, as compared with
a previously learnt variety.

Besides parameter setting, typological distance is also an important linguistic issue that
warrants investigation so as to significantly contrast between multiple language learning
and multiple variety learning. It has been established that typological distance between
a previously acquired language and a language to be acquired afterwards is a major
determinant of difficulty in acquiring the new language [31]. For the same reason, if an
individual has acquired multiple languages that are characterised by diverse typological
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features, they should be able to acquire another additional language more easily, due to
their richer typological reserve.

Typologically, different varieties of a language are intrinsically homogeneous, presum-
ably featuring the closest typological distance, i.e., closest similarities, among themselves.
This reduces the “typological barriers” to learning a new variety of a language when the
learner has previously acquired another variety. Strictly speaking, differences between va-
rieties of a language are not typological in nature, and contrastive analysis has been widely
conducted to bring out variational changes from one variety to another, rather than typolog-
ical differences as it were [16,17,32,33]. Therefore, in the teaching and learning of multiple
varieties of a language, competence in an earlier variety serves as a prototype, against which
a new variety is compared, processed, and then internalised as a system of variants.

Therefore, successful acquisition of one variety of a language, i.e., mastery of the
prototype, can greatly facilitate acquisition of other varieties as systems of variants. To
foreign language learners, it should be more advisable to consistently concentrate on
learning one variety of a language until a prototype is successfully acquired [34]. Having
multiple varieties combined as major sources of input may result in considerable confusion
to learners, similar to confusion in balanced bilingualism, thus hampering internalisation
of the prototypical structure. Although confusion due to concurrence of multiple languages
can cease to exist in due course [28], there seems to be no evidence that confusion due to
concurrence of multiple varieties will disappear in the same way.

3. Interface Development in Learning Multiple Varieties

Psychologically, how syntax-semantics (i.e., form-meaning) interfaces are developed
is a core issue to understand second or additional language acquisition [35]. Interfaces can
be understood as points of connection where different linguistic properties of a language
interrelate with each other [36]. For instance, the connection between a word form and its
meaning makes a form-meaning interface. As a form of additional language acquisition,
the learning of a new language variety also hinges on successful interface development.
However, how interfaces develop in the learning of a new language variety is strikingly
under-explored. Theoretically, there should be at least four patterns of interface develop-
ment in learning a new language variety, depending on whether new meaning or new form
is processed and how they attach to or construct interfaces in the new variety.

When the learner of a new language variety encounters a new concept, one that is
previously unknown to the learner but denoted by a lexical item in the new variety, the form-
meaning interface will be developed in similar ways to learning an L1 [37]. The conceptual
meaning must be comprehended in the first place, which is followed by attachment of its
form to the meaning. We call this pattern of interface development conceptual evolution.
For example, when a learner who has previously learnt French (as is spoken in France)
learns words in Quebec French such as poutine (a dish of French fries and cheese curds
topped with a brown gravy) and ouananiche (a small landlocked salmon of Lake St. John,
Canada, and neighbouring waters), they must learn them as new concepts, which do not
exist in French spoken in France. Nevertheless, when the concept denoted already exists in
the learner’s brain, attachment of the new form to the existing meaning will become the
sole cognitive operation needed for interface development. Such development, instead of
producing completely new interfaces, may only make more complex existing interfaces
developed in the previously learnt variety or varieties, as a meaning is attached to by
multiple forms. Such development is thus characterised by structural complicatedness of
existing interfaces of the previously learnt variety or varieties, which can constitute another
pattern of interface development, i.e., structural multiplication.

The third pattern of interface development can be observed in some other cases, which
are probably rare. In those cases, meanings are neither added to the learner’s brain as new
ones, nor added with new forms from other varieties. Meanings are transferred from the
form in one language variety to the form in another, which we call, also broadly researched
as, conceptual transfer. Conceptual transfer refers to the cross-linguistic influence on concep-
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tual meaning [38]. For multilingual individuals, cross-linguistic effects are not confined to
purely linguistic phenomena [39]. They go beyond phonological, syntactic, and semantic
categories, and extend to how realities such as objects and actions are conceptualised,
which is manifested in multilingual individuals’ unique use of their linguistic repertoires
for meaning conveyance [40].

A great number of studies have demonstrated that individuals who speak two or
more languages possess a language transfer mechanism that can enable bidirectional
transfer of conceptual meaning [39]. Such transfer of conceptual meaning from any one
language to another is reflected in various lexical categories such as nouns, verbs, adjec-
tives, etc. [40]. This indicates that multilingual individuals may have a complex conceptual
system that consists of both sub-systems pertaining to specific languages and acquired
connections between these sub-systems. As conceptual meaning is a direct result of inter-
actions between the culture of a specific language and thinking of a particular individual
or culture group [41], transfer of conceptual meaning in multilingual individuals reflects
the interdependence between multiple languages, cultures, and thinking in multilingual
contexts. Furthermore, the conceptual system of a multilingual individual, as is shaped
by concepts from more than one language and culture, may essentially differ from that of
a monolingual individual.

Individuals who speak multiple varieties of a language should likewise possess such
a conceptual transfer mechanism. However, this mechanism may trigger conceptual trans-
fers between varieties of a language less intensively and comprehensively than it probably
can in individuals who speak multiple languages. Whilst different varieties of a language,
like different languages, represent different cultures that are diversified in conceptual mean-
ing, they share vast structural similarities. Such structural similarities can make conceptual
meaning less transferable across different varieties of a language. On one hand, when
structures of different language varieties are similar, they are more likely to be attached to
the same meaning, which is a process of structural multiplication as is discussed above. On
the other hand, when similar structures of different varieties mean different things, they
can be processed as one form (showing variants though) with different meanings, which
we call conceptual involution. This is the fourth pattern of interface development by which
more meanings are involved within the same form. For instance, bienvenue only means
“welcome” in French spoken in France, while in Quebec French it is also used to respond to
others saying “thank you.” In learning a new French variety, the learner has to add a new
meaning to the old form, i.e., attaching an additional concept to the existing structure.

As can be seen, in either situation, i.e., structural multiplication or conceptual invo-
lution, conceptual transfer is unlikely to take place. Conceptual transfer across language
varieties may occur on one crucial condition: the form-meaning interface in a previously
learnt variety must “loosen” to the extent that the meaning can be detached and then
reattached to the form in a new variety, or that the form in the new variety can be attached
to the meaning which stands as a detached free body. That is to say, the meaning should be
released from the interface of a previously learnt variety and nestle on the interface of the
new variety.

Thus far, research dedicated to conceptual differences between varieties of a language
has seemed to be scarce, although there is no shortage of studies that analyse and reveal
structural differences between varieties of a language [16,17,32,33]. This paucity of research
on conceptual differences between varieties of a language, and, subsequently, of research
on transferability of conceptual meaning across different varieties, may have led to some
misunderstanding of teaching and learning of multiple varieties as purely attaching, in
learners’ brains, extra meaning entries (derived from a later language variety) to existing
lexical forms (belonging to an earlier language variety), or vice versa. Such misunderstand-
ing has oversimplified conceptual transfer across varieties of a language as ordinary lexical
learning, i.e., a process of enhancing structural-semantic well-formedness [39]. Therefore,
it is imperative that we should reconsider the role of conceptual transfer in the teaching
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and learning of multiple varieties of a language, as opposed to conceptual transfer in that
of multiple languages.

As elaborated above, the four patterns of interface development in the learning of mul-
tiple varieties, i.e., structural multiplication, conceptual involution, conceptual evolution,
and conceptual transfer, are all underpinned by assemblage or re-assemblage of meanings
and forms across language varieties. In teaching and learning multiple varieties, conceptual
involution may play a more significant role in promoting receptive skills such as listening
and reading. As the learner hears or reads a form that has multiple meanings, they need to
make a choice about which variety the meaning should be selected from. In other words,
the learner needs not only knowledge of the multiple meanings derived from multiple
varieties, but also knowledge of correspondence between the lexical item and its variety.
Such knowledge of correspondence can be conceptualised as variety markedness. Likewise,
successful structural multiplication, which should affect productive skills more profoundly,
is also characterised by variety markedness. When a learner tries to speak or write to com-
municate a meaning with multiple choices of form, they need to select the corresponding
form in a particular language variety to enhance comprehensibility and appropriateness
in a given situation. It should also be noted that in the discussion above, we have only
elaborated on the development of internal interface, which is the syntax-semantics inter-
face [42]; the development of external interface, i.e., syntax-discourse interface [43], may
substantially differ from that of internal interface, thus requiring further research.

4. Selected Language Practices of Multiple Varieties

Socially, the teaching and learning of multiple varieties of a language may also dif-
fer from that of multiple languages, mainly in terms of an individual’s personal lan-
guage/variety use. Individuals’ personal use of multiple languages can be brilliantly
represented using the Dominant Language Constellations (DLC) framework [44]. A multi-
lingual individual’s DLC is a group of their “most important, vehicle languages as a whole,”
which “enabl[e] an individual to meet all needs in a multilingual environment.” [45] (p. 19)

A multilingual individual’s DLC reflects their selected language practices as they
choose to use different languages in different social contexts [46] (p. 3). There should
be at least two prerequisites for such selection, which previous studies do not seem to
have probed into or elaborated upon. First, the multilingual individual must possess
a repertoire that is large enough in all languages to be used. In the repertoire, all languages
are not necessarily equal in terms of linguistic competence, but each should provide
the individual with sufficient proficiency for use in a given context. Such a repertoire
constitutes the linguistic prerequisite for selected language practices. Second, selection of
any or all of the languages for use is closely associated with a multilingual individual’s
agency as an agentive prerequisite. In other words, only when the individual has willingness
that is strong enough (or resistance which is low enough) to use one or more languages
in a communication situation can selected language practices be enacted [47]. Before
a multilingual individual actually conducts selected language practices to engage in daily
interactions, to position themselves and be positioned by others [48], or to develop their
trajectory of multiple language use [44], they first need a proper linguistic repertoire and
the propelling willingness to use this repertoire.

These two prerequisites seem to have been neglected by researchers who have taken
the DLC approach to primarily investigate the learning and use of multiple languages
rather than of multiple varieties. This may be partly because multilingual individuals who
use multiple languages should, by default, possess required linguistic competences and
willingness to communicate [47]. However, multilingual individuals who use multiple
language varieties may not, or do not even have to, possess such competences and will-
ingness, as Shan and Xu [49] revealed in a study that examines the use of South African
English (a variety which was not previously learnt) by three Chinese learners of English as
a foreign language who worked in South Africa as journalists. Since their arrival in South
Africa, the three English learners had been exposed to South African English and had grad-
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ually been able to understand local people’s conversations. Although they acquired fairly
practical receptive skills, they did not seem to advance greatly in productive skills. In our
interviews, they reported that they were reluctant to learn to speak South African English,
but that they were still able to make themselves understood in work settings with their
British or American English varieties. As can clearly be seen in this example, multilingual
individuals’ linguistic competence in a particular variety may not be compatible with all
language needs for that variety, because their competence in another variety can be utilised
to compensate, at least to a certain extent, for the deficiency.

As regards willingness to use a language variety, multilingual individuals’ selected
language practices concerning a particular variety may be affected by their language
attitudes towards that variety [50] and also by the ideal selves they envisage in their future
life [51]. Shan and Xu [49] have also found a Chinese learner of French (as is spoken in
France) who worked in Brussels uninterested in learning or picking up Belgian French,
because he did not have a strong desire for integrating into the mainstream community.
To sum up, multilingual individuals of multiple language varieties may not share with
those of multiple languages the linguistic and agentive prerequisites for selected language
practices, which obviously warrants systematic further investigation. For a multiple variety
speaker, although it may also hamper communication, the absence of the two prerequisites
can be adequately compensated for by the speaker’s repertoire of a substitute variety.

5. Conclusions

Thus far, we have analysed, through comparison with multiple languages, the linguis-
tic, psychological, and social characteristics of multiple language varieties as taught and
learnt to promote multilingual literacies, thus promoting sustainable personal develop-
ment through multilingual education. Linguistically, acquisition of language varieties is
a process of assimilating variants from a new variety into an earlier variety, which serves
as a prototype system. Such assimilation is a psychological project of form-meaning inter-
face development, which may follow the patterns of structural multiplication, conceptual
involution, conceptual evolution, or/and conceptual transfer. When multiple language
varieties are actually used in social contexts, multilingual individuals’ selected language
practices may be supported by their combined linguistic resources from multiple varieties
rather than depend on a single variety despite its dominance in a given situation.

Although the analysis presented in this article is theoretical, and, to some extent,
hypothetical, it still carries some pedagogical implications for sustainable multilingual
education, particularly for the teaching and learning of foreign languages such as English,
French, Spanish, Arabic, etc., which have multiple varieties. By and large, the teaching
and learning of multiple language varieties should be more usage-based rather than rule-
oriented and we should pay more attention to both the diversity and special properties of
interface development in multiple variety learning. Moreover, the DLC approach, when
applied to multiple language varieties, may need proper modifications so as to better
inform selected language practices involving multiple varieties in a multilingual context.
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